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For example, a three-layer tape is produced having 
Outer layers Of shaped frag- 
ments Of strontium doped lanthanum (,'LsM'') particles 
and a center layer of fltria stabilized zicronia C'ySz'') 
particles. 
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in a hard ceramic substrate for use h capacitors. Tapes 
are also formed in multilayer ceramic sandwiches com- 
prising electrodes and insulators for separation of oxy- 
gen from air, and for use as the membrane of high tem- 
perature solid electrolyte fuel cells and high tempera- 
ture solid electrolyte electrolysis cells and the like, here- 
inafter referred to collectively as “tape-containing de- 
vices”. 
Strontium doped lanthanum magnaite, which for 
brevity is sometimes referred to herein as “LSM, is 
known to be a good material for use in electrodes pro- 
duced by tape casting methods. LSM having the mole 
ratio Lao.aSro.zMn03 is available as a submicron size 
material having a surface area of 3 to 5 m2/g from HUA 
Associates, Rolla, Mo. 
Eight mole percent yttria stabilized zirconia, which 
for brevity is sometimes referred to herein as “YSZ, is 
known to be a good material for use in the electrolyte 
layer in such tape-containing devices. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
There is provided by the principles of this invention 
a method of forming a mat of overlying sinuous fila- 
ments having a predetermined thickness comprising 
blending a mixture comprising finely divided solid par- 
ticles a binder operable for bonding the solid particles 
together,f and a solvent for the binder, into an uni- 
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bending the filaments into a plurality of downwardly 
METHOD FOR FABRICATING CERAMIC falling sinuous filaments while simultaneously removing 
FZAMENTS AND HIGH DENSITY TAPE the solvent therefrom by evaporation; and collecting 
CASTING METHOD the plurality of sinuous filaments on a moving surface in 
5 such a manner that the plurality of sinuous filaments 
ORIGIN OF INVENTION overlap each other in a predetermined amount thereby 
The invention described herein was made in the per- fOMlhg a mat Of Overlying ShUOUS filaments having a 
formance of work under a NASA contract, and is sub- predetermined thickness. In another embodiment of this 
ject to the provisions of Public Law 96517 (35 UsC invention the method further comprises compressing 
202) in which the Contractor has elected to retain title. lo the thusly produced mat to increase the filament-to-fila- 
ment contact therein thereby producing a pressed mat; 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION heating the pressed mat to a temperature operable for 
increasing the amount of filament-to-filament bonding 
921,574, filed Oct. 21, 1986, now U.S. Pat. No. therein thereby producing abonded mat; and comminut- 
4,839,121, entitled improved High Density Tape Cast- I5 ing the bonded mat thereby producing filament shaped 
ing System which is hereby incorporated herein by fragments of bonded agglomerates of the solid particles. 
reference. In yet a further embodiment the produced filament 
In the process for the electrolytic separation of OXY- shaped fragments are ceramic. 
gen from air, using solid electrolyte membranes such as There is also provided by the principles of this inven- 
zirconia, Porous electrodes are needed. At Present, ce- 2o tion a method of producing filament shaped fragments 
ramie electrode material is supplied as a f i e  Powder of bonded agfgomerates of strontium lanthanua rnanga- 
and it is highly desirable to increase the particle Size to nite particles comprising blending a mixture comprising 
increase the porosity of the electrode. However, as the finely divided solid particles of strontium lanthanus 
particle size increases, contact area between Particles manganite, a binder operable for bonding the solid par- 
resistance, an undesireable occurance. An improved dispersed transforming the slurry into 
porous electrode configuration is therefore needed hav- a plurality of downwardly fa ing  filaments; deflecting 
tween the particles of the electrode material. Such im- ments with a plurality of impinging gas streams opera- 
rality of downwardly falling sinuous filaments while ramic membrane, commonly called tapes. Thin ceramic membranes Or tapes are made simultaneously removing the solvent therefrom by from ground ceramic suspended in a mixture of sol- 
This invention is related to my copending Ser. No. 
decreases thereby increasing the electrode electrical 25 ticles together, and a solvent for the binder, into an 
ing interconnecting pores and large contact area be- and drying the plurality of downwardly falling fila- 
proved Porous can then be in 30 tive for deflecting and bending the filaments into a 
vents, binders, and other components, to form a slurry 
which is spread on a flat surface and allowed to cure by 35 ments On a moving surface in 
evaporation; the Plurality Of sinuous fila- 
a that the 
air-drying. The flexible, pliable tape is then fired in a plurality of sinuous filaments overlap each other in a 
he: sinuous filaments havine a aredetermined thickness: 
to remove solvents and other impurities, and results predetermined thereby forming a mat Of Overly- 
compressing the mat to &crease the filament-to-fila: 
40 ment contact therein thereby producing a pressed mat; 
sintering the pressed mat at a temperature operable for 
increasing the amount of filament-to-filament bonding 
therein thereby providing a bonded mat; and comminut- 
ing the bonded mat thereby producing filament shaped 
45 fragments of bonded agglomerates of strontium lantha- 
num manganite particles. In a further ’embodiment the 
binder is polyvinyl butyral and the solvent is methylene 
chloride. In another embodiment the filament shaped 
fragments have an average length of at least about 0.003 
There is also provided by the principles of this inven- 
tion a method of producing a tape of densely packed, 
bonded solid particles comprising blending a mixture 
comprising finely divided solid particles, a binder oper- 
55 able upon curing for bonding the finely divided solid 
particles together, and a solvent for the binder, into an 
uniformly dispersed slurry; introducing the thusly 
blended uniformly dispersed slurry onto a rotating in- 
ternal molding surface; and applying an effective cen- 
60 trifugal force to the slurry thusly introduced onto the 
rotating internal molding surface which is operable for 
transforming the slurry into an outer, densely packed, 
annular layer of the solid particles coated with a small 
amount of the solvent andd the binder which is com- 
50 inches and a width of at least about 0.00025 inches. 
. 
f o h y  dispersed slurry; trfansforming the slurry into a 65 pressed against the molding surface by the centrifugal 
plurality of downwardly falaments; deflecting the plu- force and an inner annular layer of the solvent and the 
rality of downwardly falling filaments with a plurality binder which is compressed against the outer, densely 
of impinging gas streams operative for deflecting and packed, annular layer of the solid particles by the cen- 
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trifugal force, the amount of binder used for forming the (0 removing the applied centrifugal force from the 
uniformly dispersed slurry being in excess of an amount outer and inner annular layers and thereafter separating 
required to bond the solid particles together. After the inner annular layer of cured first binder from the 
forming the outer and inner annular layers and while outer, densely packed, bonded annular layer of the first 
applying the centrifugal force, the method further com- 5 solid particles; 
prises removing the solvent from the outer and inner (g) blending a second mixture comprising finely di- 
annular layers by evaporation; allowing the binder coat- vided second solid particles having a chemical composi- 
ing the solid particles in the outer annular layer to bond tion which is the same or different from the chemical 
the solid particles together thereby forming an outer, composition of the first solid particles, a second binder 
densely packed, bonded, annular layer of the solid parti- 10 operable upon curing for bonding the finely divided 
cles, and allowing the binder int he inner annular layer second solid particles together, and a second solvent for 
to cure into a solid state thereby forming an inner annu- the second binder, into an uniformly dispersed second 
lar layer of cured binder; removing the applied centrifu- slurry, the second binder and the second solvent not 
gal force from the outer and inner annular layer and being capable of chemically attacking the first binder int 
thereafter separating the inner annular layer of cured 15 he thusly produced outer, densely packed, bonded, 
binder from the outer, densely packed, bonded, annular annular layer of the first solid particles; 
layer of the solid particles; and separating the outer (h) rotating the internal molding surface containing 
densely packed, bonded, annular layer of the solid parti- the outer, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of the 
cles from the molding surface thereby producing a tape first solid particles; 
of densely packed, bonded solid particles. In one em- 20 (i) introducing the thusly blended uniformly dis- 
bodiient the finely divided solid particles used to pro- persed second slurry onto the rotating outer, densely 
duce the tape of densely packed, bonded solid particles packed, bonded, annular layer of the first solid particles; 
are strontium lanthanus manganite particles. In one (j) applying an effective centrifugal force to the sec- 
embodiment the binder is polyvinyl butyral and the ond slurry thusly introduced onto the rotating outer, 
solvent is methylene chloride. In one embodiment the 25 densely packed, bonded, annular layer of the first solid 
effective centrifugal force is at least about 1800 g and particles which is operable for transforming the second 
preferably at least about 2000 g. In another embodiment slurry into a second, densely packed, annular layer of 
the method further comprises sintering the thusly pro- the second solid particles coated with a small amount of 
duced tape of sensely packed, bonded solid particles to the second solvent and the second binder which is com- 
. produce a tape of sensely packed, sintered solid parti- 30 pressed against the outer, densely packed, bonded, an- 
cles. nular layer of the first solid particles by the last men- 
There is also provided byd the principles of this in- tioned centrifugal force, and an inner annular layer of 
vention a method of producing a multilayer tape of the second solvent and the second binder which is com- 
sensely packed, bonded solid particles comprising: pressed against the second, densely packed, annular 
(a) blending a first mixture comprising finely divided 35 layer of the second solid particles by the last mentioned 
first solid particles having a chemical composition, a centrifugal force, the amount of the second binder used 
first binder operable upon curing for bonding the finely for forming the uniformly dispersed second slurry in 
divided first solid particles together, and a first solvent step (g) being in excess of an amount required to bond 
for the first binder, into an uniformly dispersed first the second solid particles together; 
slurry; 40 (d) after forming the second, densely packed, annular 
(b) introducing the thusly blended uniformly dis- layer of the second solid particles and the inner annular 
persed first slurry onto a rotating internal molding sur- layer of the second solvent and the second binder, re- 
face; moving the second soIvent therefrom by evaporation; 
(c) applying an effective centrifugal force to the first and 
slurry thusly introduced onto the rotating internal 45 (1) allowing the second binder coating the second 
molding surface which is operable for transforming the solid particles int he second, densely packed, annular 
first slurry into an outer, densely packed, annular layer layer of the second solid particles to bond the second 
of the first solid particles coasted with a small amount of solid particles thereof together thereby forming a sec- 
the first solvent and the first binder which is com- ond, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of the sec- 
pressed against the molding surface by the centrifugal 50 ond solid particles, and allowing the second binder in 
force, and an inner annular layer of the first solvent and the last mentioned inner annular layer to cure into a 
the first binder which is compressed against the outer, solid state thereby forming an inner annular layer of 
densely packed, annular layer of the first solid particles cured second binder. 
by the centrifugal force, the amount of the first binder In one embodiment the method of this invention fur- 
used for formfing the uniformly dispersed first slurry in 55 ther comprises after step (1) removing the last men- 
step (a) being in exvcess of an amount required to bond tioned applied centrifugal force from the annular layers 
the first solid particles together; and thereafter separating the inner annular layer of 
(d) after forming the outer and inner layers and while cured second binder from the second, densely packed, 
applying the centrifugal force, removing the first sol- bonded, annular layer of the second solid particles 
vent from the outer and inner annular layers by evapo- 60 thereby forming a composite layer structure which 
ration; comprises the outer,f densely packed, bonded, annular 
(e) allowing the first binder coating the first solid layer of the first solid particles and bonded thereto the 
particles in the outer, densely packed, annldar layer to second, densely packed, bonded annular layer of the 
bond the first solid particles together thereby forming second solid particles; and separating the composite 
an outer densely packed, bonded, annular layer of the 65 layer structure from the internal moldiang surface 
first solid particles, and allowing the first binder in the thereby producing a multilayer tape of densely packed, 
inner annular layer to cure into a solid state thereby bonded solid particles. In yet another embodiment the 
forming an inner annular layer of cured first binder; chemical composition of the finely divided first saolid 
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particles is strontium lanthanum manganite, and the the finely divided first and third solid particles is stron- 
chemical composition of the finely divided second solid tium lanthanum manganite, and the chemical composi- 
particles is yttria stabilized zirconia. tion of the finely divided second solid particles is yttria 
In one emobidment the method of this invention fur- stabilized zirconia. In another emobodiment the first 
ther comprises after step (1) removing the last men- 5 and third binder is polyvinyl butyral, the second binder 
tioned applied centrifugal force from the annular layers is linseed oil, the first and third solvent is methylene 
and thereafter separating the inner annular layer of chloride, and the second solvent is petroleum spirits. 
cured second binder from the second, densely packed, There is also provided by the principles of this inven- 
bonded, annular layer of the second solid particles; tion an apparatus for forming a mat of overlying sinuous 
blending a third mixture comprising finely divided third 10 filaments which comprise solid particles, the apparatus 
solid particles having a chemical composition which is comprising a manifold; means in fluid communication 
the same or different from the chemical composition of with the manifold for feeding a viscous slurry which 
the second solid particles, a third binder operable for comprises finely divided solid particles, a binder opera- 
bondifng the finely divided third solid particles to- ble for bonding the solid particles together, and a sol- 
gether, and a third solvent for the third binder, into an 15 vent for the binder, into the manifold; a plurality of 
uniformly dispersed third slurry, the third binder and orifices in fluid communication with the manifold, each 
the third solvent not being capable of chemically attack- of the orifices having a downwardly facing outlet oper- 
ing the second binder int he thusly formed second, able for producing, when the apparatus is in use, a . . .  , ,  * -- A -----> 2 ----__.--ai-. a:---*-a n..:A ~i,.--.~..+ A ,,.I,. .  
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solvent, introducing the thusly formed slurry into one 
zone of a vessel having two zones separated by a dis- 
phragm. Pressurizing the other zone of the vessel 
thereby displacing the diaphragm into the fmst zone 
containing the slurry and forcing the slurry through a 
series of fine spinneret nozzles into the path of alternate- 
ly-pulsed airjets, thereby deflecting the slurry exudates 
rapidly back and forth and thereby forming partially 
dried sinuous filaments which are accumulated onto a 
moving surfacing in such a manner that the sinuous 
filaments ovrlap and form a mat. In a further embodi- 
ment the mat is pressed to increase filament-to-filament 
contact, then heated to form a bonded mat and then 
comminuted to produce filament shaped fragments of 
bonded agglomerates of the solid ceramic particles. 
These bonded aggomerate fragments have high poros- 
ity and relative low electrical resistance and can be used 
as the ceramic material in formulating a slurry for tape 
8 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a schematic of my apparatus for forming 
and collecting overlapping sinuous filaments on a mov- 
FIG. 2 is an apparatus useful for conducting my 
method of forming a high density single layer or multi- 
layer tapes. 
FIG. 3 is a view taken along line 1-3 of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view, greatly enlarged, of 
a cured high density single layer tape with the cured 
excess bindr layer being removed. 
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view similar to FIG. 4 of a 
two layer tape with the cured excess binder of the sec- 
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view similar to FIG. 5 of a 
three layer tape with the cured excess binder of the 
third ceramic layer being removed. 
5 ing surface. 
10 
15 ond ceramic layer being removed. 
2o DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS casting. It has been discovered that if an excess of binder and 




erates of the solid metal oxide or ceramic particles, for 
example fiament shaped fragments of LSM having a 
diameter of about 0.00025 inches and average length of 
about 0.003 inches. Other diameters and lengths of fila- 
ment shaped fragments can be produced if desired in- 
cluding mixtures to produce a predetermined size distri- 
bution. For example in an alternative embodiment of 
this invention, the diameters of orifices 38 are not all the 
same so that a predetermined mix of filament diameters 
are produced. 
The thusly produced filament shaped fragments of 
bonded agglomerates of metal oxide or ceramic parti- 
cles can be used to produce a ceramic tape in all types 
of tape casting machines. However, another embodi- 
ment of this invention uses the filament shaped frag- 
ments to produce a high density tape in the apparatus 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 which is more fully explained 
in my copending application previously identified. 
The hiuh rienQitv tan- mctinv svstpm Inn shown in 
vessel from its source thereby charging zone 14 with 
slurry 15. As slurry 15 flows into vessel 10, diaphragm 
12 is displaced upwards. When a sufficient amount of 
slurry is introduced into the vessel valve 28 is closed. 
Conduit 30 is connected to a Sourace of solvent (not 
shown) and valve 32 is opened while valve 24 remains 
closed and solvent is pumped through conduits 30 and 
20 into the manifold and nozzles 36 and discharged 
through outlets 38 thereby flushing and cleaning out the 
apparatus of any residue that might be left over from its 
last use and displacing air from inside the manifold and 
spinneret nozzles with solvent vapors. Thereafter valve 
32 is closed and pressurized gas from a source (not 
shown) is connected to conduit 18 and valve 22 opened 
thereby pressurizing upper zone 16 in vessel 10. 
Pressurized gas in upper zone 16 exerts a downward 
force on diaphragm 12. When valve 24 is opened, the 
slurry in zone 16 is forced through conduit 20 by the gas --------- :- ---- .IC :-at- -m..zLlA 24 ndnnemt nnvvlna 
4,898,631 
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is rotated rapidly to create high centrifugal forces After the binder has cured plates 152,160 and 162 are 
thereby compressing the slurry against the moldong removed from housing member 154 and inner annular 
surface. The higher density particles in the slurry are layer 125 of cured solid binder is peeled off of outer 
compressed with greater force against molding surface annular layer 116 of bonded solid particles in the man- 
124 than the binderholvent thereby producing a very 5 ner shown in FIG. 4. 
high compacted density of particles in the cast tape and If o d y  a single layer of bonded solid particles is re- 
forcing the excess binder and solvent out of and abutted quired then layer 116 is removed from molding surface 
against the layer of densely packed ceramic particles 124 and further processed to produce a sintered tape. 
thereby forming, after curing, inner layer 125 of cured However in one embodiment of this invention layer 116 
binder adjacent to compacted solid particle layer 116. 10 is not removed from molding surface 124 and a second 
The slurry 112 includes ceramic particles, or prefers- slurry of solid or ceramic particles is cast directly on top 
bly filament shaped fragments of agglomerates thereof, of layer 116 Using its inner Cylindrical surface as a mold- 
a binder in excess of the amount necessary to bind the ing surface for the second Slurry in a Process exactly 
particles together, and a solvent for the binder in an analogous to the method used for f0-g the first layer 
amount effective for despersing the ceramic particles in l5 Of 
the slurry uniformly over the molding surface. the sol- Since the first layer has not at this point been sintered 
vent also has suficiently high vapor pressure that it can it Still Contains binder which can be chemically attacked 
be removed by evaporation. by the solvent in the second slurry. For this reason it is . .  . . imnortant to select as a second binderholvent svstem 
Particle as will be explained. 




is applied to the exposed inner surface of layer 72 in a involved, control may be had over density, interpeneta- 
manner analogous to the application of the first two tion, and strength, in any desired combination of quali- 
slurries into the chamber. As in the formation of the first ties. 
two layers the applied centrifugal force forms a thirds While the preferred embodiments of the present in- 
densely packed layer of solid particles with excess bin- 5 vention have been described, it should be understood 
derholvent forming a fourth layer abutted thereto. that various changes, adaptations and modifications 
Solvent is evaporated in an analogous manner as that may be made thereto without departing from the spirit 
described ealier and the binder in the third and fourth of the invention and the scope of the appended claims. 
layers allowed to Cure. After the binder has cured outer It should be understood, therefore, that the invention is 
layer 74 of binder is peeled Off Of third later 76 Of 10 not to be limited to minor details of the illustrated in- 
bonded Cured densely Packed third Solid Particles as vention shown in the figures and that varations in such 
shown in FIG. 6. minor details will be apparent to one skilled in the art. 
The composite tape structure comP*sing layers 116, Therefore it is be understood that the present disclo- 
72 and 76 can be removed from surface 124 and sure and embodiment of this invention described herein 
fired to produce a three layer sintered ceramic. Alterna- 15 are for purposes of illustration and and that 
tively additional layers of solid particles can be added in modifications and improvements may be made thereto 
Or lamanated to Other from the scope of the claims. The claims, therefore, are 
green tape structures and fired to produce unlimited to be accorded a range of equivalents commensurate in 
variety of multilayered ceramic tapes for various uses. 20 scope with the advances made Over the art. 
However the binderholvent system used for forming a 
particular layer of solid particles must be non-deleteri- 
ously reactive with the cured binder in the immediately 
preceding layer of solid particles in order to prevent 
alteration thereof. Therefore binderholvent systems 25 
which will dissolve or penetrate into the cured binder of 
the previous layer should not be used. Binderholvent 
systems which are immiscible with the binder used in 
the previous layer are therefore preferred. Binders 
which crosslink during curing usually are not deleteeri- 30 
ously attached by binder/solvents in the subsequently 
cast slurry and therefore are also preferred. 
lytic separation of oxygen from air, three layers are 
layers of LSM particles. The latter serves as the con- 
ducting electrode layer. Thus, the layer deposited and 
an analogous lliUUler to form as many layers as desired* without departing from the spirit of the invention or 
Tape can be 
what is claimed is: 
A method of forming a mat of overlying sinuous 
comprising: filaments having a predetermined 
(a) blending a mixture comprising 
(i) finely divided solid particles, 
(ii) a binder operable for bonding said solid parti- 
(iii) a solvent for said binder, into an uniformly 
into a plurality Of down- 
cles together, and 
dispersed slurry; 
@) transforming said 
wardly fallimg filaments; 
filaments with a plurality of impinging gas streams 
into a plurality of downwardly falling sinuous fila- 
ments while simultaneously removing said solvent 
In casting a sandwich membrane tape for the electro- ~ 
needed: a central layer of YSZ particles, between two 35 
(c) deflecting Said Plurality of downwardly falling 
operative for deflecting and bending said filaments 
first compacted in FIG. 4 would be an LSM layer. 
FIG. 5, the second slurry would be YSZ slurry which 
has been poured in place, compressed against the LSM 
layer, cured, and is having its excess binder peeled 
away. As in all subsequently applied slurries, this sec- 
ond slurry should have its liquid components chosen so 
as not to deleteriously attack the cured binder of the 
first layer such as a solvent which cannot dissolve the 
first binder, or alternatively by use of a binder in the 
LSM layer which undergoes polymerization during 
cure. 
FIG. 6 is a third layer has been cast and cured which 
in this example is a second LSM layer. Again, the liquid 
components of the LSM slurry are chosen not to dis- 
solve the cured binder of the YSZ layer. Since only the 
previous layer is likely to be affected, the solvent- 
hinder mixtures can be an alternating pair of mixtures, 
regardless of how many layers are cast. 
To enhance ease of handling, and to provide easier 
removal from the molding surface or drum, a protective 
coating layer can be deposited on the drum before 
slurry casting, and then cured. Such a protective layer 
can also be applied after casting is complete, to com- 
pletely cover the tape. With proper choice of compo- 
nents, the cast solids will not penetrate into this first 
coat, which will define a sharp interface between it and 
the first layer. Finally, the multilayer tape is removed 
from the casting drum, and kiln fired, in the usual man- 
ner. This removes all organics and impurities, leaving 
only the ceramics, sintered into a strong assembly. By 
control of the centrifugal forces, solvents, and binders 
therefrom by evaporation; and 
(d) collecting said plurality of sinuous filaments on a 
moving surface in such a manner that said plurality 
of sinuous filaments overlap each other a predeter- 
mined amount thereby forming a mat of overlying 
sinuous filaments having a predetermined thick- 
ness. 
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising com- 
pressing said thusly produced mat to increase the fila- 
ment-to-fileament contact therein thereby producing a 
pressed mat; 
heating said pressed mat to a temperature operable 
for increasing the amount of filament-to-filament 
bonding therein thereby producing a bonded mat; 
and 
comminuting said bonded mat thereby producing 
fdament shaped fragments of bonded agglomerates 
3. The method of claim 2, wherein said produced 
filament shaped fragments are ceramic. 
4. The method of claim 1, wherein said transforming 
of said slurry into a plurality of downwardly falling 
5. A method of producing filament shaped fragments 
of bonded agglomerates of strontium lanthanum manga- 




55 of said solid particles. 
60 filaments includes extruding the slurry. 
(a) blending a mixture comprising 
(i) finely divided solid particles of strontium lantha- 
num manganite, 
(ii) a binder operable for bonding said solid parti- 
65 
cles together, and 
4,898,631 
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(iii) a solvent for said binder, into an uniformly 
(b) transforming said slurry into a plurality of down- 
wardly falling filaments; 
(c) deflecting and drying said plurality of down- 5 
wardly falling filaments with a plurality of imping- 
ing gas streams operative for deflecting and bend- 
ing said filaments into a plurality of downwardly 
falling sinuous filaments while simultaneously re- 
moving said solvent therefrom by evaporation; 
(d) collecting said plurality of sinuous filaments on a 
moving surface in such a manner that said plurality 
of sinuous filaments overlap each other a predeter- 
allowing said binder in said inner annular layer to 
cure into a solid state thereby forming an inner 
annular layer of cured binder; 
(f) removing said applied centrifugal force from said 
outer and inner annular layer and thereafter sepa- 
rating said inner annular layer of cured binder from 
said outer, densely packed, bonded, annular layer 
of said solid particles; and 
(g) separating said outer densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said solid particles from said mold- 
ing surface thereby producing a tape of densely 
packed, bonded solid particles. 
10. The method of claim 9. wherein said effective 
dispersed slurry; 
10 
mined amount thereby forming a mat of overlying 
sinuous filaments having a predetermine thickness; 
(e) compressing said mat to increase the filament-to- 
filament contact therein thereby producing a 
pressed mat; 
(f) sintering sand pressed mat at a temperature opera- 
ble for increasing the amount of filament-to-fila- 
ment bonding therein thereby providing a bonded 
mat; and 
(g) comminuting said bonded mat thereby producing 
filament shaped fragments of bonded agglomerates 
of strontium lanthanum manganite particles. 
6. The method of claim 5, wherein said filament 
shaped fragments have a length of at least about 0.003 
inches and a width of at least about 0.00025 inches. 
7. The method of claim 5, wherein said binder is 
polyvinyl butyral and said solvent is methylene chlo- 
ride. 
8. The method of claim 5, wherein said transforming 
of said slurry into a plurality of downwardly falling 
filaments includes extruding the slurry. 
9. A method of producing a tape of densely packed, 
bonded solid particles comprising: 
(a) blencing a mixture comprising 
(i) finely divided solid particles, 
(ii) a binder operable upon curing for bonding said 
(ii) a solvent for said binder, into a uniformly dis- 
(b) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
persed slurry onto a rotating internal molding sur- 
face; 
(c) applying an effective centrifugal force to said 
slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating internal 
molding surface which is operable for transforming 
said slurry into an outer, densely packed, annular 
layer of said solid particles coated with a small 
amount of said solvent and said binder which is 
compressed against said molding surface by said 
centrifugal force and an inner annular layer of said 
solvent and said binder which is compressed 
against said outer, densely packed, annular layer of 
said solid particles by said centrifugal force, the 
amount of binder used for forming said uniformly 
dispersed slurry in step (a) being in excess of an 
amount required to bond said solid particles to- 
gether; 
(d) after forming said outer and inner annular layers 
and while applying said centrifugal force, remov- 
ing said solvent from said outer and inner annular 
layers by evaporation; 
(e) allowing said binder coating said solid particles in 
said outer annular layer to bond said solid particles 
together thereby forming an outer, densely packed, 
bonded, annular layer of said solid particles, and 
finely divided solid particles together, and 
persed slurry; 
centrifugal force is at least about 1800 g. 
11. The method of claim 9, further comprising sinter- 
ing said thusly produced tape of sensely packed, bonded 
solid particles to produce a tape of sensely packed, 
sintered solid particles. 
12. The method of claim 9, wherein said finely di- 
20 vided solid particles used to produce said tape of 
densely packed, bonded solid particles are strontium 
lanthanum manganite particles. 
13. The method of claim 9, wherein said binder is 
polyvinyl butyral and said solvent is methylene chlo- 
14. A mehtod of producing a multilayer tape of 
(a) blending a first mixture comprising 
15 
25 ride. 
sensely packed, bonded solid particles comprising: 
(i) finely divided first solid particles having a chem- 
(ii) a first binder operable upon curing for bonding 
said finely divided first solid particles together, 
and 
(ii) a first solvent for said first binder, into an uni- 
(b) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
persed first slurry onto a rotating internal molding 
surface; 
(c) applying an effective centrifugal force to said first 
slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating internal 
molding surface which is operable for transfodng 
said first slurry into an outer, densely packed, annu- 
lar layer of said, first solid particles coated with a 
small amount of said firt solvent and said firt binder 
which is compressed against said molding surface 
by said centrifugal force, and an inner annular layer 
of said first solvent and said first binder which is 
compressed against said outer, densely packed, 
annular layer of said first solid particles by said 
centrifugal force, the amount of said first binder 
used for forming said uniformly dispersed first 
slurry in step (a) being in excess of an amount re- 
quired to bond said first solid particles together; 
(d) aftr forming said outer and inner layers and while 
applying said centrifugal force, removing said first 
solvent from said outer and inner annular layers by 
evaporation; 
(e) allowing said first binder coating said first solid 
particles in said outer, densely packed, annular 
layer to bond said first solid particles together 
thereby forming an outer densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said first solid particles, and allow- 
ing said first binder in said inner annular layer to 
cure into a solid state thereby forming an inner 
annular layer of cured first binder; 
(f) removing said applied centrifugal force from said 
outer and inner annular layers and thereafter sepa- 
rating said inner annular layer of cured first binder 
30 ical composition, 










from said outer, densely packed, bonded annular bonded annular layer of said second solid particles; 
layer of said first solid particles; 
(i) finely divided second solid particles having a 
chemical composition which is different from 
said chemical composition of said first solid par- 
ticles, 
(ii) a second binder operable upon curing for bond- 
ing said finely divided second solid particles 
together, and 
(i) a second solvent for said second binder, into an 
uniformly dispersed second slurry, said second 
binder and said second solvent not being capable 
of chemically attacking said first binder in said 
thusly produced outer, densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said first solid particles; 
(h) rotating said internal solding surface containing 
said outer, densely packed, bonded, annular layer 
of said first solid particles; 
(i) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
persed second slurry onto said rotating outer, 
densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said first 
solid particles; 
0) applying an effective centrifugal force to said sec- 
ond slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating 
outr, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said 
first solid particles which is operable for transform- 
ing said second slurry into a second, densely 
packed, annular layer of said second solid particles 
coated with a small amount of said second solvent 
and said second binder which is compressed 
against said outer, densely packed, bonded, annular 
layer of said first solid particles by said last men- 
tioned centrigugal force, and an inner annulr layer 
of said second solvent and said second binder 
which is compressed against said second, densely 
packed, annular layer of said second solid particles 
by said last mentioned centrifugal force, the 
amount of said second binder used for forming said 
uniformly dispersed second slurry in step (g) being 
in excess of an amount required to bond said sec- 
ond solid particles together; 
(k) aftr forming said second, densely packed, annular 
layer of said second solid paticles and said inner 
annular layer of said second solvent and said sec- 
ond binder, removing said second solvent there- 
from by evaporation; 
(l) allowing said second binder coating said second 
solid particles in said second, densely packed, an- 
nular layer of said second solid particles to bond 
said second solid particles thereof together thereby 
forming a second, densely packed, bonded, annular 
layer of said second solid particles, and allowing 
said second binder in said last mentioned inner 
annular layer to cure into a solid state thereby 
forming an inner annular layer of cured second 
binder; 
(m) removing said last mentioned applied centrifugal 
force from said annular layers and thereafter sepa- 
rating said inner annular layer of cured second 
binder from said second, densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said second solid particles thereby 
forming a composite layer of said second solid 
particles thereby forming a composite layer struc- 
ture which comprises said outer, densely packed, 
bonded, annular layer of said first solid particles 
and bonded thereto said second, densely packed, 
(g) blending a second mixture comprising 
and 
(n) separating said composite layer structure from 
said internal molding surface thereby producing a 
multilayer tape of densely packed, bondedf solid 
particles. 
15. The method of claim 14, wherein said chemical 
composition of said finely divided first solid particles is 
strontium lanthanum manganite, and said chemical 
10 composition of said finely divided second solid particles 
in yttria stabilized zirconia. 
16. A method of producing a multilayer tape of 
densely packed, bonded solid particles comprising: 
(a) blending a first mixture comprising 
5 
15 (i) finely divided first solid particles having a chem- 
ical composition, 
(i) a first binder operable upon curing for bonding 
said finely divided first solid particles together, 
and 
(ii) a first solvent for said first binder, into an uni- 
formly dispersed first slurry; 
(b) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
persed first slurry onto a rotating internal molding 
surface; 
(c) applying an effective centrifugal force to said first 
slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating internal 
molding surface which is operable for transforming 
said first slurry into an outer, densely packed, annu- 
lar layer of said, first solid particles coated with a 
small amount of said first solvent and said first 
binder which is compressed against said molding 
surface bvy said centrifugal force, and an inner 
annular layer of said first solvent and said first 
binder which is compressed against said outer, 
densely packed, annular layer of said first solid 
particles by said centrifugal force, the amount of 
said first binder used for forming said uniformly 
dispersed first slurry in step (a) being in excess of an 
amount required to bond said first solid particles 
(d) after forming said outer and inner layers and while 
applying said centrifugal force, removing said first 
solvent from said outer and inner annular layers by 
evaporation; 
(e) allowing said first binder coating said first solid 
particles in said outer, densely packed, annular 
layer to bond said first solid particles together 
thereby forming an outer densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said first solid particles, and allow- 
ing said first binder in said inner annular layer to 
cure into a solid state thereby forming an inner 
annular layer of cured first binder; 
( f )  removing said applied centrifugal force from said 
outer and inner annular layers and thereafter sepa- 
rating said inner annular layer of cured first binder 
from said outer, densely packed, bonded annular 
layer of said first solid particles; 
(i) finely divided second solid particles having a 
chemical composition which is different from 
said chemical composition of said first solid par- 
ticles, 
(ii) a second binder operable upon curing for bond- 
ing said finely divided second solid particles 
(iii) a second solvent for said second binder, into an 
uniformly dispersed second slurry, said second 









(g) blending a second mixture comprising 
60 




of chemically attacking said first binder in said (p) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
thusly produced outer, densely packed, bonded, persed third slurry onto said rotating second, 
annular layer of said first solid particles; densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said sec- 
(h) rotating said internal molding surface containing ond solid particles; 
said outer, densely packed, bonded, annular layer 5 (s) applying an effective centrifugal force to said 
of said first solid particles; second slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating 
(i) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- seocnd, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of 
persed second slurry onto said rotating outer, said second solid particles which is operable for 
densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said first transforming said third slurry into a third, densely 
solid particles; packed, annular layer of said third solid particles 
coated with a small amount of said third solvent (j) applying an effective centrifugal force to said sec- 
and said third binder which is compressed against ond slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating 
outer, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said second, densely packed, bonded, annular layer 
of said second solid particles by said last mentioned said first solid particles which is operable for trans- 
forming said second slurry into a second, densely 15 centrifugal force, and an inner annular layer of said 
third solvent and said third binder which is com- packed, annular layer of said second solid particles 
pressed against said third, densely packed, annular coated withf a small amount of said second solvent 
layer of said third solid particles by said last men- and said second binder which is compressed tioned centrifugal force, the amount of said third against said outer, densely packed, bonded, annular binder used for forming said uniformly dispersed 
third slurry in step (n) being in excess of an amount layer of said first solid particles by said last men- 
required to bond said third solid particles together; tioned centrifugal force, and an inner annular layer 
(r) after forming said third, densely packed, annular of said second solvent and said second binder 
layer of said third solid particles and said inner which is compressed against said second, densely pakced, annular layer of said second solid particles 25 annular layer of said third solvent and said third 
by said last mentioned centrifugal force, the binder, removing said third solvent threfrom by 
amount of said second binder used for forming said evaporation; 
in excess of an amount required to bond said sec- particles in said third, densely packed, annular 
ond solid particles together; layer of said third solid particles to bond said third 
(k) after forming said second, densely packed, annu- solid particles thereof together thereby forming a 
lar layer of said second solid aprticles and said third, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said 
inner annular layer of said second solvent and said third solid particles, and allowing said third binder 
second binder, removing said second solvent there- in said last mentioned inner annular layer to cure 
from by evaporation; into a solid state thereby forming an inner annular 
(1) allowing said second binder coating said second layer of cured third binder; 
solid particles in said second, densely packed, an- (t) removing said last mentioned applied centrifugal nular layer of said second solid particles to bond force from said annular layers and thereafter sepa- 
said second solid particles thereof together thereby rating said inner annular layer of cured third binder 
forming a second, densely packed, bonded, annular 40 from said third, densely packed, bonded, annular 
layer of said second solid particles, and allowing layer of said third solid particles thereby forming a 
said second binder in said last mentioned inner composite layer structure which comprises said 
annular layer to cure into a solid state thereby outer, densely packed, bonded, annular layer, of 
forming an inner annular layer of cured second said first solid particles which is bonded to said 
binder; 45 second, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of 
(m) removing said last mentioned applied centrifugal said second solid particles, which is bonded to said 
force from said annular layers and thereafter sepa- third, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said 
rating said inner annular layer of cured second third solid particles; and 
binder from said second, densely packed, bonded, (u) separating said composite layer structure from 
annular layer of said second solid particles; said internal molding surface thereby producing a 
multilayer tape of densely packed, bonded solid 
(i) finely divided third solid particles having a particles. 
chemical composition which is different from 17. The method of calm 16, wherein said chemical 
said chemical composition of said second solid compsotion of said finely divided first and third solid 
particles, 55 particles is strontium lanthenum manganite, and said 
(ii) a third binder operable for bonding said finely chemical composition of said finely divided second 
divided third solid particles together, and solid particles is yttria stabilized zirconia. 
(C) a third solvent for said third binder, into an 18. The method of calim 17, wherein said first and 
uniformly dispersed third slurry, said third third binder is polyvinyl butyral, said second binder is 
binder and said third solvent not being capable of 60 linseed oil, said first and third solvent is methylene 
chemically attacking said second binder in said chloride, and said second solvent is petroleum spirits. 
thusly formed second, densely pakced, bonded, 19. A method of producing a multilayer tape of 
annular layer of said second solid particles; sensely packed, bonded solid particles comprising a 
(0) rotating said internal molding surface containing layer of yttria stabilized zirconia particles sandwiched 
said outer, densely packed, bonded annular layer of 65 between and bonded to layers of ilament shaped frag- 
said first solid particles and said second, densely ments of bonded agglomerates of strontium lanthanum 








(n) blending a thirs mixture comprising 
(a) blending a mixture comprising 
4,898,631 
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(i) finely divided solid particles of strontium lantha- 
(ii) a binder operable for bonding said solid parti- 
(ii) a solvent for said binder, into an uniformly 5 
(b) transforming said slurry into a plurality of down- 
wardly falling filaments; 
(c) deflecting and drying said plurality of down- 
wardly falling filaments with a plurality of hping- 10 
ing gas streams operative for deflecting and bend- 
ing said filaments into a plurality of downwardly 
falling sinuous filaments while simultaneously re- 
moving said solvent therefrom by evaporation; 
(d) collecting said plurality of sinuous filaments on a l5 
moving surface in such a manner that said plurality 
of sinuous filaments overlap each other in a prede- 
termined amount thereby forming a mat of overly- 
ing sinuous filaments having a predetermine thick- 
thereby forming an inner annular layer of cured 
(m) removing said applied centrifugal force from said 
outer and inner annular layers and thereafter sepa- 
rating said inner annular layer of cured first binder 
from said outer, densely packed, bonded annular 
layer of said filament shaped fragments; 
(n) blending a second mixture comprising 
(i) finely divided yttria stabilized zirconia particles, 
(G) a second binder operable upon curing for bond- 
ing said finely divided yttria stabilizied zirconia 
particles together, and 
(5) a second solvent for said second binder, into an 
uniformly dispersed second slurry, said second 
binder and said second solvent not being capable 
of chemically attacking said first binder in said 
thusly produced outer, densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said filament shaped fragments; 
(0) rotating said internal molding surface containing 
said 0uter.f denselv Dacked, bonded, annular layer 
num manganite, first binder; 
cles together, and 
dispersed slurry; 
20 ness; 
(e) compressing said mat to increase the filament-to- 
filament contact therein thereby producing a 
pressed mat; 
(0 sintering said pressed mat at a temperature opera- 
ble for increasing the amount of filament-to-fila- 
ment bonding therein thereby providing a bonded 
mat; 
'(g) comminuting said bonded mat thereby producing 
filament shaped fragments of bonded agglomerates 
of strontium lanthanum manganite particles; 
(i) said filament shaped fragments produced in step 
(h) blending a first mixture comprising 
(g), 
(ii) a first binder operable upon curing for bonding 
said filament shaped fragments together, and 
(iii) a first solvent for said fust binder, into an uni- 
formly dispersed first slurry; 
(i) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
persed fvst slurry onto a rotating internal molding 
surface; 
(j) applying an effective centrifugal force to said first 
slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating internal 
molding surface which is operable for transforming 
said first slurry into an outer, densely packed, annu- 
lar layer of said filament shaped fragments coasted 
with a small amount of said first solvent and said 
first binder which is compressed against said mold- 
ing surface by said centrifugal force, and an inner 
annular layer of said first solvent and said first 
binder which is compressed against said outer, 
densely packed, annular layer of said filament 
shaped fragments by said centrifugal force, the 
amount of said f is t  binder used for forming said 
uniformly dispersed fust slurry in step (h) being in 
excess of an amount required to bond said filament 
shaped fragments together; 
(k) after forming said outer and inner layers and while 
applying said centrifugal force, removing said first 
solvent from said outer and inner annular layers by 
evaporation; 
(1) allowing said first binder coating said filament 
shaped fragments in said outer, densely packed, 
annular layer to bond said filament shaped frag- 
ments together thereby forming an outer densely 
packed, bonded, annular layer of said filament 
shaped fragments, and allowing said first binder in 










of said filament shaped fragments; 
(p) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
persed second slurry onto said rotating outer, 
densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said fila- 
ment shaped fragments; 
(q) applying an effective centrifugal force to said 
second slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating 
outer, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of 
said filament shaped fragments which is operable 
for transforming said second slurry into a second, 
densely packed, annular layer of said yttria stabi- 
lized zirconia particles coated with a small amount 
of said second solvent and said second binder 
which is compressed against said outer, densely 
packed, bonded, annular layer of said filament 
shaped fragments by said last mentioned centrifu- 
gal force, and an inner annular layer of said second 
solvent and said second binder which is com- 
pressed against said second, densely packed, annu- 
lar layer of said yttria stabilized zirconia particles 
by said last mentioned centrifugal force, the 
amount of said second binder used for forming said 
uniformly dispersed second slurry in step (n) being 
in excess of an amount required to bond said yttria 
stabilized zirconia particles together; 
(r) after forming said second, densely packed, annular 
layer of said yttria stabilized zirconia particles and 
said inner annular layer of said second solvent and 
said second binder, removing said second solvent 
therefrom by evaporation; 
(s) allowing said second binder coating said yttria 
stabilized zirconia particles in said second, densely 
packed, annular layer of said yttria stabilized zirco- 
nia particles to bond said yttria stabilized zirconia 
particles thereof together thereby forming a sec- 
ond, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said 
yttria stabilized zirconia particles, and allowing 
said second binder in said last mentioned inner 
annular layer to cure into a solid state thereby 
forming an inner annular layer of cured second 
binder; 
(t) removing said last mentioned applied centrifugal 
force from said annular layers and thereafter sepa- 
rating said inner annular layer of cured second 
binder from said second, densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said yttria stabilized zirconia parti- 
cles; 
(u) blending a third mixture comprising 
4,898, 
23 
(i) said filament sahped fragments produced in step 
(g), 
(ii) a third binder operable for bonding said fila- 
ment shaped fragments together, and 
(iii) a third solvent for said third binder, into an 5 
uniformly dispersed third slurry, said third 
binder and said third solvent not being capable of 
chemically attacking said second binder in said 
thusly formed second, densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said yttria stabilized zirconia 10 
particles; 
(v) rotating said internal molding surface containing 
said outer, densely packed, bonded annular layer of 
said filament shaped fragments and said second, 
densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said yttria 15 
stabilized zirconia particles; 
(w) introducing said thusly blended uniformly dis- 
persed third slurry onto said rotating second, 
densely packed, bonded, annular layer of said yttria 
(x) applying an effective centrifugal force to said 
second slurry thusly introduced onto said rotating 
second, densely packed, bonded, annular layer of 
said yttria stabilized zirconia particles which is 
operable for transforming said third slurry into a 
third, densely packed, annular layer of said fila- 
stabilized zirconia particles; 20 
ment shaped fragments coated with a small amount 
of said third solvent and said third binder which is 
compressed against said second, densely packed, 
bonded, annular layer of said yttria stabilized zirco- 
nia particles by said last mentioned centrifugal 
force, and an inner annular layer of said third sol- 
vent and said third binder which si compressed 
against said third, densely packed, annular layer of 
said filament shaped fragments by said last men- 
tioned centrifugal force, the amount of said third 
binder used for forming said uniformly dispersed 
third slurry in step (u) being in excess of an amount 
required to bond said filament shaped fragments 
together; 
(y) after forming said third, densely packed, annular 
layer of said filament shaped fragments and said 
inner annular layer of said third solvent and said 
third binder, removing said third solvent therefrom 
by evaporation; 
(z) allowing said third binder coating said filament 
shaped fragments in said third, densely packed,f 
annular layer of said filament shaped fragments to 
bond said filament shaped fragments thereof to- 
gether thereby forming a third, densely packed, 
bonded, annular layer of said filament shaped frag- 
ments, and allowing said third binder in said last 
mentioned inner annular layer to cure into a solid 
state therebv forming an inner annular laver of 
24 
,63 1 
(bb) separating said composite layer structure from 
said internal molding surface thereby producing a 
multilayer tape of densely packed, bonded solid 
particles comprising a layer of yttria stabilized 
zirconia particles sandwiched between and bonded 
to layers of filament shaped fragments of bonded 
agglomerates of strontium lanthanum manganite 
particles. 
20. A mehtod of forming a mat of overlying sinuous 
ceramics filaments having a predetermined thickness 
comprising: 
(a) blending a mixture comprising 
(i) finely divided solid ceramic particles, 
(ii) a binder operable for bonding said solid ceramic 
particles together, and 
(iii) a solvent for said binder, into an uniformly 
dispersed slurry; 
(b) extruding said slurry into a plurality of down- 
wardly falling filaments having a width of at least 
about 0.00025 inches; 
(c) deflecting said plurality of downwardly falling 
filaments with a plurality of impinging gas streams 
operative for deflecting and bending said filaments 
into a plurality of downwardly falling sinuous fila- 
ments while simultaneously removing said solvent 
(d) collecting said plurality of sinuous filaments on a 
moving surface in such a manner that said plurality 
of sinuous filaments overlap each other a predeter- 
mined amount thereby forming a mat of overlying 
sinuous filaments having a predetermined thick- 
ness. 
21. A method of producing filament shaped frag- 
ments of bonded agglomerates of strontium lanthanum 
manaanite Darticles ComDrising.: 







cured third binder; 55 
(aa) removing said last mentioned applied centrifugal 
force from said annular layers and thereafter sepa- 
rating said inner annular layer of cured third binder 
from said third, densely packed, bonded, annular 
layer of said filament shaped fragments thereby 60 
forming a composite layer structure which com- 
prises said outer, densely packed, bonded, annular 
layer, of said filament shaped fragments which is 
bonded to said second, densely packed, bonded, 
annular layer of said yttria stabilized zirconia parti- 65 
cles, which is bonded to said third, densely packed, 
bonded, annular layer of said filament shaped frag- 
ments; and 
( a j  blending a mixture-comcrising 
(i) finely divided solid particles of strontium lantha- 
(ii) a binder operable for bonding said solid parti- 
(iii) a solvent for said binder, into an uniformly 
(b) extruding said slurry into a plurality of down- 
wardly falling filaments; 
(c) deflecting and drying said plurality of down- 
wardly fallin gfilaments with a plurality of imping- 
ing gas streams operative for deflecting and bend- 
ing said filaments into a plurality of downwardly 
falling sinuous filaments while simultaneously re- 
moving said solvent therefrom by evaporation; 
(d) collecting said plurality of sinuous filaments on a 
movifng surface in such a manner that said plural- 
ity of sinuous filaments overlap each other a prede- 
termine damount thereby forming a mat of overly- 
ing sinuous filaments having a predetermined 
thickness; 
(e) compressing said mat to increasre the filament-to- 
filament contact therein thereby producing a 
pressed mat; 
( f )  sintering said pressed mat at a temperature opera- 
ble for increasing the amount of filament-to-fila- 
ment bonding therein thereby providing a bonded 
mat; and 
(g) comminuting said bonded mat thereby producing 
filament shaped fragments of bonded agglomerates 
of strontium lanthanum manganite particles, 
wherein said thusly produced fragments have a 
length of at least about 0.003 inches and a width of 
at least about 0.00025 inches. 
num manganite, 
cles together, and 
dispersed slurry; 
* * * * I  
